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contact pattern is the area in which the gear teeth
come in contact as they engage and disengage
during their rotation. This area of contact is

checked by the following procedure.
The teeth are coaled with a special marking

compound and then run together in a te fer. The
area of c ntact can be een in the di ruption of the

marking compound, and an experienced inspector

i required to interpretthe i ual results. To docu-
ment this contact, adhe ive tape is then applied '10
the looth ' urface and transferred to a piece of
paper (see Fig. I).

When a gear is installed in a gearbox and is

powering the designated application, there are
varying degrees of pressure, or load, IOn the gear
teeth, These pressures include box deflections,
bearing movement ami. temperature changes.
When the gear teeth are subjected to these vari-

ables, the contact pattern will change.

Figure 2 shows the coruacr patternfrom a gear
wilh a very light load and acoatact pattern from
the arne gear with a very heavy load. There i a
general rule of 'thumb. which. states that the heav-
ier (he load, the larger the contact pattern.

Now here is where the i ue of contact pattern

become so imponanl. For a gear to perform prop-
erly underload, the contact pattern must be .31 cer-

lain shape and at a certain location. Typically. an
ideal, tooth contact pattern under load should

encompass the bulk of the tooth surface while

avoiding any contact with the edges of the tooth
surface (see Fig. 3).

Another critical issue to consider, when assess-
ing how the contact pattern will perform ill an
operating gearbox. is gear displacement

In 'the operation of many gearboxes, tile gear
and their haft do not remaia in a fixed orienta-
tion. Thermal forces and stress from being under
load can cause significant movement of the gear-

box components from their original po ilion .
There are typically four different type of
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ANew Era
Computer technology bas touched all areas of

our lives, impacting how we obtain airline tickets.
purchase merchandise and receive medical

advice. This transformatienhas had a vast influ-

ence on manufacturing as well, providing process

improvement that lead 10 higher quality and

lower costs. However, in the case of the gear
industry, the critical process of tooth contact pat-

'tern development for spiral bevel gears remain

relatively unchanged,
The procedure needed to develop spiral bevel

gear ets for a new product can require months of

trial-and-error work and thousands of dollars. In
view of increasing global competition for lower-
priced products, bevel gears are a prime target for
the next generation of computerization.
Answering this challenge, Arrow Gear Co. of
Downer, Grove, IL, has realized a new era
through a shift in the way spiral bevel gear devel-

opment i performed.
This article will provide some fundamental

information pertaining togear development and

detail the procedure and techniques utilized by
Arrow Gear to achieve maximum quality while
ubstantially lowering development costs.

Understandiing 'Contact Patternand Gear
Displacement

A critical attribute of a spiral bevel gear's

des:ign i its contact pattern, Simply stated. the
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movement thai can take place, These types. are

described as offset, pinion in and out of me h,
gear ill and out of mesh. and shaft angle ( ee Fig.
4). It is this movement that i referred to a gear

displacement, and it can occur in anycombina-
lion of the four types.

In aerospace gearboxes, where keeping weight

to a minimum iss. high priority. 'the mass of the
gearing used is usually smaller. and these dis-

placements can be significant, On the other hand,

in commercial applications where the gearbox
component are typically more rigid, there is not

the same degree of displacement

Conventional Methods for Contact Pattern
Development.

The ize and position ofthecontee! pauern has

always been a primary design consideration for
gears, And for many years, achieving a good con-

tact pattern was performed through the arne
method that the vast majority of gear producers
till u e today.

The conventional method of achieving an
ideal contact pattern isperformed in the follow-
ing way. First, an engineer will make an educated

guess at. the gear tooth geometry required 10 pro-
vide a correct contact pattern. Next, the part is
fabricated and the gear teeth are machined 10 an
undeveloped ummary.

When the gear and its mating pinion are fin-
ished, they are run together in a tester More often
than not, the contact pattern will not be correct in

this first attempt. This requires going back and

changing the settings on the gear tooth grinder,

then producing a new pinion. The parts are
checked again. Till trial-and-error proee can
continue through many cycles until the best edu-
cared guess for contact pattern I.ocation is
achieved. But how will the gear perform LInder
load. in a gearbox, and what will the contact pat-
tern look like the It? Answering this question leads
to more steps in the trial-and-error proce s.

First. the gears are mounted in the gearbox and
run under light load to determine the contact pat-
tern movement. Then. the gears are visually

inspected to check the contact pattern, which is
indicated by a light wear pattern all the mating
tooth surface . If the pattern i not correct, which

i commonly the case, the gear tooth grinder has
10 be et up again with new machine etting • and
another pinion is ground. This cycle continues
until a suitable contact pattern is developed when

run under full load.
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several months [0 complete. And while this is a Phoenix CNC tooth grinders, in conjunction with Arrow Ge(Jr.
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Figllre4-Gear displJlcel1leutcenditions.
time-consuming and costly process, it was just

the way it had to be done-or it was until new
computer-based technologies for gear develop-
men! became available.

A New Method for Contact Pattern
Development

To addre s the traditional limitations of coo-
ventional methods. Arrow Gear implemented a
highly advanced system for performing contact

pattern development, a system thai provides a
dramatic reduction in the lime and expense of the
process when compared to conventional methods.
This system uses a combination of state-of-the-art
development software and machine tools. Among
its key component 'are The Gleason Work • G-
A:GE, CAGE, MmlGAGE, loaded TCA and T-
900 finite element analysi software packages.



a Zeiss-Hofler CNC gear inspection system.
More detailed information on the lise of this sys-
tem will follow. but here are a few highlights of
its capabilities.

Using the development software, engineers
can build virtual models 10 predict how the gear
will perform in actual operation. This in turn gen-
erales the settings to be used by the machine
tools. In addition, these settings for the machine
adjustments are automatically downloaded to the
machine tools. greatly reducing the time spent on
setup. Perhaps the most dramatic aspect of this
system is that ideal. senings of the machine
tools-which are required to produce the desired
contact pattern-are typically achieved in the
first or second attempt on the gear manufacturer's
shop floor.

In essence. this system eliminates the trial-
and-error proce. s that was once required. And the
bottom line is that development lime is reduced
and the gear producer is able to provide a signifi-
cant cost savings to the customer.

Developing the Contact Pattern Through
Computer Modeling: Overview of the Process

The process of developing a contact pattern
with this system is very complex. However, to
provide a clear understanding of how the system
works, the conceptual highlights of a typical
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Figure 5 Printout oj,a liCA stlldy.

development will first be presented. A more
detailed explanation ofthe steps involved will be

presented later.
The process begins by receiving the customer's

design requirements. This would include draw-
ings of the part detailing the critical geometry,
such as ratio, diametral pitch am! so on. In addi-
tion, it is helpful if the customer can supply spec-
ifications on operating torque and the gear dis-

placements.
Engineers begin the process of contact pattern

development by establishing a working file for the
part based Oil its geometry. U ing the CAGE soft-
ware, a toothcontaca analysis study, or TeA study.
is performed. This indicates tile location of the
contact pattern without load.

Finally a loaded TeA is performed, taking into
account all the displacement conditions. Once the
TCA study is performed for all displacement con-
ditions, the idea] contact pattern is identified. With
this information, a finite element analysis is per-
formed that predicts real stress on the tooth sur-
face as well as the root fillet This study allows the
engineers to determine whether there is a potential
for failure resulting from excessive or nonuniform
pressures anywhere along the line of engagement
of the gear tooth.

A more detailed explanation of how the TeA
and finite element studies axe actually performed
is presented in the next ection.

Developing the Contact Pattern Through
Computer Modeling: Details of the Process
In this section, we will present the details

involved in the process of designing the contact
pattern through computer modeling and how the
software integrates with the machine tools.

To begin, Figure 5 is a summary printout of a
TCA study. This particular TeA is from an upper
tower or PTO (power take-off) gear set, for lise ill
an aircraft jet engine, For the purpose of illustra-
tion, we will be looking at the concave side of the
gear and addressing the loaded TCA phase of the
design work, when various dispJacernenlS were
taken into account. The different displacements
came from thermal and external forces, in addi-
tion to the normal operating torque load.

Figure 6 shows the contact pattern design that
was created to meet the load requirements and the
different displacements that the gear set would
encounter.

The different displacements that would result
from varying thermal and external forces and
from a load of 3,140 in.-.lbs. of torque are shown
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in Figure 7 .. Some 0'1 those displacements are con-

siderable, such as the pinion moving above the
gear (E) by 0.0]3", the pinion going into me hi (P)
by alma I 0.029" and the gear going out of mesh
(G) by 0.026".

The objective was to design a contact pattern
that would have an acceptable shape and ize,

would never run off the ends. make contact ill the

root fillet, or mil off the top' lands-while taking

into account the different displacements the gear

would experience under normal operating condi-
tion.

The contact pattern that was designedthen mel
the requirements of the different displacements

shown ill Figure 7. Next 10' each requirement is tbe

'contact pattern from the loaded TeA study. If these
contact patterns were overlaid or their contact

areas combined. the re ult would-in es ence-be
a depiction of what the load zone wiU be for thi
gear et while it is in operation and encounters all
of these different di placements a13,]40 in.vlbs, of

torque.

In addition to each one of the different dis-

placements on the contact study. the tudy will

also look at tbe variou pres ares that are occur-
ring along the path of engagement In Figure 8, as
the tooth comes into mesh. the path of engagement
starts at point A. II then rolls through mesh and
exits at point B..

Given a load of 3.140 in-lhs, of torque. the
table in Figure 9 hows what the urface pres ure
is at the start of engagement all the way through to

the end of engagement. The pre ureal the start
of engagement are low, which are a re ult of tooth
haring-s-due [0 the high contact ratio, The pres-

ures then start to climb and will reach a peak of
238,000 lb ./sq. in. in [he center of the tooth. The
pressures will then diminish, finally falling to

nearly 84,000 Ib J'q. in .• where this tooth has exit-

ed from mesh.
A key objective of this study in Figure '9 is to

verify that there are no hard spots occurring in the

pattern. Hard spot would how a spikes in these
surface pressures. If a pike in the e surface pre -
sures is present, there is a !tong indication that a
failure mode may be present. As the teeth would
come into mesh, the spike or ledge would create a
nonuniform pres ure, potentially causing pitting
and subsequent failure. However, in this example,

the pressure do not include allY pikes. Therei a
gradual increa e to thecenter of the tooth, fol-
'lowed by an equally gradual, decrease. The e gears
will move in and out of me '11very moothly.

Thi study willi be performed for all of the dis-
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An example of these two benefits 10 the cus-
tomer was illustrated in Arrow's involvement
with the previously mentioned aircraft jet. engine
project. The details of this project are presented
in the following case study.

Arrow supplied gearing on two locations of the
engine. The first bevel gear set was used in the
upper tower shaft. or power take-off. The second
bevel gear set was used in the accessory gearbox.

As this was a new engine, Arrow was caned
upon to perform both the gear tooth design and
the fabrication of these bevel. gear sets.

As with all jet engine gears, this was a
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placement conditions, and when complete, the
design will be ready for finite element analysis.

The results of the loaded TeA are first down-
loaded to the T-900 finite element analysis soft-
ware. The program then performs a real stress
analysis of the tooth surface.

A report is generated (see Fig. W).. Through the
use of different colors. the report shows the load
distribution along the different areas of the tooth.
The areas where there i.s the heaviest contact nil
the tooth are red ..As the stresses decrease, the col-
ors change and continue out until there is a base
load, which is the lowest surface pressure or stres

that will be seen on the gear tooth.
A similar study is then performed on the root

Duplication (If Operating Conditions with Universal Load Testers

As a supplement to the theoretical calculations that are performed to achieve
the design of contact patterns, Arrow Gear utilizes universal load testers that are
used to simulate the performance of the gears in a gearbox (see Fig. 1). These
Gleason Corp. testers, which Arrow retrofitted. can test gears under loads of up to
700 in-lbs, of torque. To accomplish this testing. an eddy brake was added to gen-
erate the load and a strain g.agewas integrated for monitoring the amount of torque
applied. Control of revolutions per minute and load is performed by an onboard
computer. The testers also allow for the adjustment of the gear and pinion position.
thus replicating the gearbox displacements.

These testers first allow the engineers to view the contact pattern as they typi-
cally would in a gear tester during the
manufacturing stage. Figure 2 shows the
pattern that resulted from no more than a
few inch-pounds of torque-and the con-
tact pattern is a localized area ha.lfway up
the flank and toward the toe.

In Figure 3, the tester has applied: 1201
in.-Ibs. of gea,r torque as well as the gear
displacements. As can be seen, the con-
tact pattern has moved:from a toe IOc811ion
to a heel location and has grown in siaa
and:changed: in shape.

The ability of these testers to monitor
the movement of the contact pattern can
be a valuable aid in manufacturing the
gears, as well as for checking their actual
performance without requiring them to be
installed in a gearbox.

There is another substantial benefit of
these testers. Often, the customer is
unable to determine what its gearbox
deflections will be. If this is the case. the
engineer can-in essence-back into
the deflection values required for TCA
and finite element analysis.

Backing into those values is done in the
following way. Using the operating torque
and the wear pattern from a gear set that

AI/l!r&3---Contact~em\illilhl2Din·lbs.oltorque. has been run in a gearbox. the engineer
can duplicate the same wear pattern by adding displacement and load. This will
generate all the numerical values required for further evaluation.

Figure Z-Gontact pattern witll'no !!lore Iha_"a few
inch· pounds 01 torque.

fillet (see Figs. l1a and lib). Again, the varying
levels of stress are indicated by different color.

A bar graph that specifies the corresponding
pressure isgeaerated on the reports for (he tooth
surface (see Fig. 1.0)ami root fillet studies (see
Fig. Ila) ..If the maximum value exceeds the rat-
ing of the material being used, there is a high
potential that the gear will fail.

Mother insight that is provided by the finite
element analysis is the potential for ledges or
edgecontacts. As was mentioned before, a red
area is an indication of the highest pressure. ~fthe
study indicates any red areas outside the center of
the contact pattern, it would suggest that a failure
might occur in these areas.

If the finite element study reveals anyproblems,
the engineer can then go bade to the CAG soft-
ware and modify the contact pauem as needed.
then perform a second finite element analysis,

Once the TCA and finite element studies are
performed, and the ideal tooth contact pattern size
and location is achieved, the CAGE software cre-
ates the summary settings required by the Phoenix
cutters and grinders to machine the parts. In addi-
tion' the G-AGE software is used to generate the
inspection file for the Zeiss-Hofler CNC in pection
system. Using the Zeiss-Hofler system. electronic
digital topographical plotting of the tooth surface is
performed and the G-AGE software automatically
changes the machine settings to match the comput-
erized tooth shape desired. Through a hard-wired
network connectioa. both the summary settings
and the inspection file are downloaded. After all
these development procedures, the production
process begins.
Customer Benefits: A Case Study of the PTO

'Gear Set
This advanced approach for design and con-

tact pattern development provides numerou cus-
tomer benefits. Foremost among these are dra-
malic savmgs of time and money.
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demanding appli.cation due to the rugh degree of
gearbox deflection . Faced with the double-
edged challenge of both a difficult job and a hort
lead lime, Arrow began work. on the project util-
izing the design and manufacturing tools
explained earlier.

The two different gear sets were them pro-
duced and shipped for installation in the engine.
Here are the results.

First of all, a normal time frame for develop-
ing the desired contact pattern under full load can
be up to six months. Arrow's initial development
wa performed in les than one week through
computer modeling techniques-and this initial
development required no further modifications
when run under full load during engine te t • For
the actual manufacture of a new gearing applica-
tion. the typical time frame is 22 weeks, Arrow
performed this work. in 12 weeks.

Afler the gears were run in the engine for 75
hours. they were vi uaI\y in peered. Shown in
Figure 1.2 is one of the gears. Both contact pat-
terns on the run side and. start side were exactly
as predicted. This approach saved a significant
amount of expen e and time for the company cre-
ating the engine.

Troubleshooting andiFailun! Analy i
This sy tem for designing gears is used for tile

most part to de ign or improve designs on mewor
existing gear sets, However, there are additional
capabilities of the system,

If the system is provided with the proper
information, virtual models of the gear teeth can
be created to predict the proper location of the
contact pattern. This information compared with
the actual contact pattern can provide valuable
insiglu to the cause of a failure or other problems.
In addition, this approach can improve beam
trength of the tooth up 10 30% and significantly

increa e gear life.
Conclusion

In today' competitive manufacrering envi-
ronment, customer demand for fast delivery and
lower costs are prevalent, In this climate, the
computerized closed-loop approach to gear pro-
duction is ideally suited. In addition, by reducing
development time. thi technique allows the
product to be released to the market much oon-
er-sub tantially reducing co ts to the OEM.

In view of the numerous benefits of thi . tech-
nology, the closed-loop methodology promises to
become the standard developrnent jechnique in
the gear industry for years to come. 0
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Figure 12 A spiral bevel gear after rlmlling in the
aircraft jet erlgine for 75 how's. Colllact patleTlI is
exactly ,aspr,edicted.
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